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Abstract

A large number of learning disabled children de0onstrate poor spelling;-

A

skills. While spelling difficulties are a natural concomitant of
;

reading disorders,- it is unlikely that reading remediation aldne will

.

be, suffl.cieot io improve .disabled children's ability to-spell. This
t.

paper describes an intervention which has been designed specifically,

to enhance spelling achievementior learning. disabled, elementary

school youngsters. Seventeen LD children were instructed for eight

sessions over a period of thtee weeks with lessons that incorporated

reduced unit size, distributed practice and review,; and training for-

transfer, :While these children could spell leti than 10% of the words

on the pretest, they were able- to achievt over 70% -accuracy on

spelling Words taught and 67% accuracy on transfer words on Ldeliyed,

poSttest Findings suggest that disabled children can iMpraire their

skills if sound remedial principles are appliedconsiitently.

The instructional sequence described in this paper-can serve both as

.aneximple'of effective spelling instruction and as a diagnostic,

trial- remediation technique cor A diiibled population.

6
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resigning Spelling Instruction for Learning DisabledYoungsters: An

Emphasis on Unit Size, Distributed Practice, and Training for Transfer

Poor spelling is not a' problem limited to handicapped children'

(see-Horn, 1969); but spelling difficulties are particularly pro-;
t

nounced in a learning disabled (LD) population. Kahn (1976) reviewed

relevant literature and concluded. that spelling problems were aninevi-

table concomitant-of reading, disabilities. Generally, spelling defi-

ciancies are more: severe (Critchley, 1970; Rabinovich, 1968) than

reading, difficulties. Many indiViduals, after remedial help,'appear
1 .

to compensate for their reading difficulties but typically spell poorly

throughout their lives..(Rabinovich, 1968).'

Spelling may be a more difficult task than reading. While words

can be, recognized in reading. on the basis of a-relatively small set

of critical features drawn-from a fund Of phonological, syntactic,

and semantic knowledge (Gibson & LpVin 1975; Goodman, 1970; Smith,

-1971), words-must be remembered in a precise fashion in order to spell

the accurately.. In addition, stimulus properties for the two tasks,

may hot be equally easy to manipulate (Cronnell, 1971). Whereas
\

_

stimuli for reading are-concrete and permanent, written syMbOls,
4 6

stimuli for spelling are either actual or "inner" speech productions.

Analyzing individual phoneme-grapheme associations in a spoken word

\.

is a difficult task for most'young-children (Calfee Chapman, C

Venezky, 1972) and, In particular, for underachieving children (Liberman,

Slankweiler, Fischer, & Carter,T1972). The ability to iegMent words

/

7

is one prerequisite skill for spelling.
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In addition-, spelling requires revisualiiation skills, or

adeqdate vlstal memory (Smith, 1977). Veneiky (1.970), in his

analysis of: English orthOgraphy, revealed that, while there are
%7 '

only 26 letters to represent 40 phonemes, theie are at least'

58 spelling units to learm-7-if-one counts letter combinations.

FOr example, a youngster must learn at least three grapheme

patterns which spell the phoneme lee/. When choosing among

various possible spellings', revisualization.aerves as a useful

strategy..

Spelling instruction for,disabled learners has received

very little attention in: the literature (Stanback, 1979)...

While there are few definitive canclusions,.that'can be drawn

from research findings,. there are certain working hypOtheses

Which can be fOrmulated. It would appear that the-number of

words to be studied in an individual. lesson may be a critical

/variable in the performance of poor spelIern: Rieth, Axelrod,

Anderson, Hathaway, Wood, and Fitzgerald (1974) found that 'poor

spellers performed better on weekly posttests when given only

. a portion of the week's words. each day, -with daily testing.

Bryant, Drabin, and Gettingir- (1980) demonstrated that viri-,

ability on posttests among disabled youngsters could be.reduced

if the number of phonemically irregular words introduced per day

was limited to-three and practice on these words was provided.

Horn (1969) argued that the number of Word's taught to retarded

spellers should be reduced to a manageable load.



-Disabled learners tenefit from which is distributed

across several days of instruction. Schoephoerster (1962) compared

viriations of a stindard."pretest an Monday, posttest On Friday"

- spelling routine with three'ability groupings. While above-average

spellers did well regardless of condition, average.spellers benefited

from-a mid-wiek-test and low-abili.ty spellers benefited from daily

practice As. well.

,While limiting, the number of words and giving daily practice

should iMprove.the ,perfOrMince of poor spellers, there-are practical

considerations which need=to be taken into account when designing

remedialsinstruction. If Lb -children,can succesSfUlly place only a

few words per day in their-word store and requite constant re iew ;

r

of these words' in order to retain -them, how can LD rs hope

to buildup a spelling repertoire which is large enough tq be useful?

Helping theSe youngsters to "discover" phonic generalizations which

canbe,applied to .a large number of words might increase teaching

efficiency. .Even able youngsters-seem to benefit from Instruction

which xtresses,generalization of rules, spelling patterns, or grapheme-
.

phoneme:reolarities (Gates, 1935; Personke,.1967), but such.direct

teaching may have its maximum effects on less able youngsters

(13escosolido, undated). Brighter or morecapable learners may be

ible to infer generalizations and transar themtto novel words with-
,

dut teacher assistance (Carroll, 1930).. Generalization training for

poor spellers-needs to incorporate orthographic regularities` a

focused -and systematic fashion and create a structure for transfer

of training to take place 1965):,
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The present study was designed to evaluate the effectivenesssof

an instructional sequence in spelling which included the teaching of

phonemically regular and irregular words. The instruction included

-nine lessons tit-411k to small groups over a period 'of three weeks.

:Lessons incorporated the principles of limiting unit size, providing

'distributed practice and review, and training for transfer. The

authors sbilght to determine the extent to which'LD-children could

learn and apply encoding skills when they were taught with lessons

that incorporated these batic instructional principles.

Method

Subjects

Seventeen children (10 boys and girls), enrolled in diagnostic-
!

-

au

remedial classes in New York City public schools or-in a remedial read-

ing-Clinic in New York, in the experimental instruction.

The children had a mean chronological age of 105 months (SD = 12;

range = 86-122) and were drawn from populations that represented pre-

dominantly lower socio-economic levels and black or. hispanic ethnic

baCkgrounds. All children had'been classified as learning disabled

by school or clinic personnel. Standardized test: information was ob-

tained from current files in each setting. Nine children had4n

average, WISC-R Full Scale IQ of 93 (SD = 8;'!-range = 84-107) and eight!

had an average Slossen IQ of 106 (SD = 14; range = 90-127).. Children

had, a mean grade equivalent of 2.3 (SD = 0.8; range = 1.2 to 3,5) on

either the Peabody Individual Achievement Test--wind recognition sub-.

test or thi Gates-Maplop Reading Diagnostic Test--untimed word recognition

subteste While no standardized spelling test scores were available, all children

demonstrated less than la accuracy on a pretest of the spelling wordtto be

'tlytfit..
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Procedures

The instructional procedures used were designed with the intent

of optimizing the learning of phonemically regular and'irregular

spelling words for the learning disabled sample. Lessons were con-
. ;

structed-to provide all children with an opportunity to achieve

mastery in the-Spelling'of nine phonemically irregular words and

eight phonemically regular words. In addition, application practice

was provided to teach for transfer :3f specific orthographic patterns

o . - ..

to novel'words and transfet of learned words icksentence.conteicts.

..,
Children received eight 30-minute'periodsof instruction. The

'children were taught in groups of two to-fiVe'on'three dim .

each week fot two consecutive weeks and on two days during thethird

week.- The lessont were cTlucted ii4\6ur experimental 'teachers

who received training whicOncluded careful reading qf lesson scripts,

familiarization with teachi4 materiels, and-siMulated activities for
t

\ -7
.

\
each part ;ofOf the lessons. In addition, each teacher was observed during

. .

an instructional period toin
V
sure that procedures. were carried Out,\ 4* \

.
according to the presOribect-scr\'ipts. .

Teaching materials. Nine5-lettet irregular-words were taught

over three ifeeks. They were selected on the,basisof their

1

..

phonemic irregularity (spelling "demons" that are not spelled the
\

.

way they sound) and level of difficulty (second through sixth grade)

.

\,

from the Nei?_"161, (Gteene, 1954). The words were

grouped into three units of three words each;. one three-word unit

\,
was taught during the second lesson of\ each week.
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Four'spelling, patterns (ea, air,oai ar)- "Wire-taught in- the con-

text .o eight regular words: Each regular word contained four letters:

consonant, medial vowel combination
or patternivand final consonant.

There were two training words for each of the four pattetns taught.

These wordii were giouped'into two units_of,four (two training words:

or two Patterns);- one four-word-unit was taught during-the first
-7'

.

lesson of weeks one and two. Week three was devotEd to the
r.

tion and transfer' of the four patterns. In, addition,,, 24 regular words

(4k for each pattern) were used during the transfer training. These

words contained the, same Medial combinations as the.training words,

"'but had different 'beginning and final consonants. The specific voids -,N.

\ i

taught during each week as well as'examples of transfer, words-Are.
,

I

shown in Table 1.

12
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Table 1

Training Worda'and.xamOles of Transfer Words Used

-aturing,4ellinS Instruction

Irregular Words-

Training; .;

Regular Words

Training 'Transfer

-
Week. Ode watch "neat lean

shoat beak seam,

quart laid _bait'

Week Two

Week Three*

gain maid-

ri

Chief soak toad-

mints loaf - coat,
\

6 \

thumb farM \ bark

.. .

cart darn-

wrong

blind"

glove

*No regular words were introduce during:Week Three. Instruction

focused on. application and transfer of the four patterns taught.

13
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'SUMiary Of:lesson format. Eadh week of instruction included
/.

traininv oh-bOth irregular
4nd'regular spelling words. For each

week," the first lesson'doncentrated on regular words, the second,

lesson taught irregular words,, and the third 'lesson .included list

practice 'and sentence practice for the week's combined regular and

irregular words. See Titb1.2 for an outline of .activities for week

oae:

Table 2

Outline of Week One Activities

Lesson 1: Introduce 4 regular
words_:_neat,....gain,....beak,--laid

Write individual words'tc criterion (with corrective feedback)

Write 4'-word unit -td criterion (with corrective feedback)t

Transfer training for ea and ai- patterns

Lesson 2: Test On Lesson 1 regular words (with corrective feedback)

Introduce 3 irregular words: watch, ghost, quart

Litter fill-in practice on individual words

Write, individual words to criterion .(with corrective feedback)

Write 3-word unit to__drit rion (with_corrective_ feedback)

Lesson 3 -Test on Lesson 2 irregular words (with-corrective .feedback)- -

Sentence fill -in- practice for 7 Week One _training words

>/ Sentence- Writing _pitctice with '7 training. ords

Week One posttest
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The folloWina activities were.included in the teaching of both

irregulir and regular words: (1) oral spelling; (2) presentation
-..: .

And ptadtice Of words one at a time (rather than as an entire unit
. .

`of three or four words); (3) teaching in small instructional units

of only three or four each day; (4)- mastety practice in which

individual_wdriv-were_Written to-a,criterion level -of three consecu-

tive correct-trials and three.i- or four-word. dailyvnits were:written

dorrecily-on two consecutive trials; (5) 1.mmediate and Zorrective

feedbadk after each dictation; (6) Selective-focus on difficult or

misipellid parts of words; (7) distributed andcumulative ptactice,

whereby' three- or four-word units were, learned, reviewed, and cute

grated-acrost the three weeks of instruction; and (8) sentence

writing-pract-ice-thatbegan-witiv,seatence--f-il-1-ins-(children=f-i-3.-le-
..

.

in each training -word on -a worksheet-Las-sentences were' dictated),

followed by sentence dictation and sentence generation (children

--ta

own-sentences- containing training words).
,

,

.
.

/Although irregular and regular words were taught using essen-

i

tinily the same instructional components described above, certain

aspects of the training were specific to the regular or irregular

words: insttuction for phonemically' regular words focused on the

-spadific pattern in each word through visual cues ( color) as

well--49--Insitructional-cues-that-emphasized-the-symbol,,sound-associa-t,

tions. In addition, it provided directed training in transferring

the spelling patterns taught to other non-training words containing

those patterns.

5



Transfer .training consisted 0,

-,--
teacher demonstrated how to analyze

11

-three activities. First, the

Or break up a\idord into initial

consonant- spelling pattern - final- consonant elements. Two examples

were_provided, and children participated iu the analysis of the

words through directed questioning on the part-of the teacher. The

second activity involVed aka exercise in which-children spelled new

words containing learned' patterns on a worksheet which was diVided

into oolumns according to specific patterns. Children mere asked to

write theyords,under the column headed by the°appropriate pattern.

As childien wrote tie words, the teacher monitored performance and

gave corrective feedback. finally, these words were dictated in a

list format in order' to give practice without the visual cues pro-

,v1ded-by the-workifieet.

Instruction for irregular Words didnot draw attention to

-phoneMe-grapheme relationships. In ordel.' to insure that children

developed- an exact representation of the irregular words, worksheets

were detigned to focus on each individual letter in a word with

letter' fill-in Tractice that required'the children to supply first

one, then two, amd,gradually all. the missing letters in a word. This

method one suggested in Johnson and Myklibust (1967).

Measurement. The Pretest,'\admilistered by the experiMentall
ti

teachere_one_day_prior_to_instrUction- and the posttett, administered

on the lasOay of instruction, were identical. The test was roup-

administered and'consisted of the.nine irregular training words,

eight regular training words, and twelve regular transfer words

(three for each training pattern) dictated in list presentation,, as

16
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;Well as seven dictated sentences containing all nine irregular and

six regular words. Criterion-referenced tests were administered

after each instructional, unit (i.e,:,groupings- of three irregular

or fodr regular words)- as well as retention measures- for words

from,previoda-leasorts. These tests Served two functions: :(1) they

gave immediateinfortation.about students whoneedetindividdalized
,

practice on particular words; and, (2) they served as a potential

-source of'data,on children's learning. and-retentioi of the material

learned:

_ReaultS,

Means, standard deviations, And obtained t- values for pretest

an:posttest performance on spelling words'in lists and in-sentences

Are presented in Tablel. By theend of the-threw-week instructional

program, children were able to-encode an average Of 71%-of.the,phonemi-

cally irregular worth: and 81% of the phonemically regular words-which

iiad'been covered in the lessons. Performance on-words which contained

training patterns, but which were not included-inthe trainingi

cated thatthe children were able to apply these vowel:combinations

to new words and to 'Tell 67% of the-transfer items correctly. 'In

addition, Children, on the average, were able to:produce the irregular

words in the context of sentences with-62% accuracy and-regular words

with 79% accuracy. Differences between pretest and posttest measures on

all training and transfer items were significant beyond the .001 level.

,,17.



Table 3

"MeanaiStandard_Deviations, and_Ohtained t Values for Pretest and Post-

test Performance on Spelling Words in List Format and in the Context

of Sentences

\Measure

_ Possible

.Range, Pretest Posttest t Value

Irregular Words

\in Liats

0 -9 0.47

(0.79)

Regul4 Training 0 -8

WordS in Lists

0.65

9:35 7.97*

(3.10)

6.47 10.49* /

.5(0.99). (2.40)

'Regular Transfer '0-12 .0.98 8.06 6.41
*

Woids- (1.45) (4.42)

Irregular "Words. 0-9 0.35

in` Sentences 0.70)

RegiilatWOrds 0 -6--

in Sent4inces (0.61)`

5.50 5.76*

(3.34)

r -

4.76 .i29.44*

(2.01)
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A,

examination of performance on the training words at various

. retention intervals revealed that the .systematic testing and xeview

incorporated in the lessons allowed childrtn to maintain accuracy on

,/ the Wordsthat thei learned. (See Figure 1.) On the average, chil

drtnyerpable.to-spelr approximately five of the, seven words taught

during week on and six of the seven words taught during week two,

one day after i itiel.instruction. By'the-end of the week's unit,

there was eviden e of only a slight decretent in performance, Since
\

the'mean-accurac on the two sets fell between 'five and five and a

--half ,words. At, the beginning of the following week and at theend
N.

.of the entire prograt, children were still able to encode,at lea t

five words from each set.

Figure Caption

Figure 1. Average number correct on two sets of seven Spelling

words at four retention intervals.

..

19 -
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Izi.order to gain a. further understanding of -the spelling per-
-7

formance of disabled youngsters before and after the intervention,

all phonemicalli'regular words on 0-te pretesti and posttests were

analyzed and errorswere classified into the following general cate-
.

goriest. (1), orthographic errors--the, phonological4y,
/

/'
'acceptable but was orthographically inaccurate (e.g., beke for beak);

,(2) phonological-errors-4-the/production included one, grapheme or gra-

pheme cluster Which dittortedhephonologieal representation of'the

word (a.r., formfor farm (3) gross errors-rthe.pieduction did not

resemble either correct orthographic or phonological representation

//
o: the word (e.g., stlk for` gain Or g for gain); (4) 'sequence errors-,

the' production included an-Incorrect order of the two graphemes in a

training digraph ( .g., saok for soak); and, (5) substitution errors--

the production included a.replacement of the correct digraph with one

of the other traininf, digraphs (e,03., larf for loaf).
. . .-

Table 4 give/g total errors on the twenty phOnemicilly regular

/.
items before/and after the three-week intervention. While orthd

graphic, phonological, and gross errors- de'Creased dramatically,

substitution errors increased. This increase would be expected since,

withoutiheinstruction on the four'digraphs, children in the. /

sample/ would-not have had sufficient knowledge to substitute one

,digreph for another. In any case, the frequency of substitution

errors on the posttest was not particularly high. No child ovule

/more than five substitution errors,..on the twenty words.

21



,,Discussion'

Results of the presenrinvestigation
docuMent the effectiveness

of spelling instruction which operationalizes the principles of

reduced unit tize, distributed practice, and specific, transfer train-

ing. The-17 children taught with carefully designed procedures were

able -to learn an-average,of-over 70% of-the spelling- words taught,

to retain these words.over.time, end to write them correctly in'the

context of sentences. As a result of direated training in.applying

.1\

spilling patterns to a variety of words,, these children were also
ti

able,to spell 67X, of the transfer words (containing the four.train-
,

Lim patterns) which had not been taught in the lessons.

Approximately helf of the children were able to demonstrate at

least 90% accuracy on the posttest measures and another two children,
Ij

tl
had better than 80% accuracy. if-mastery is defined as 80% accuracy

or better, then about- 60%,of*the sample was able to achieve a mastery

level on both regular and irregular training and-transfer words.

An. example of pdsttest_protodols_of those children with less
:r.44

thin 80raccuracy revealed three patterns of perfOrmance. The first

pattern was chardettrized by inadecidate retention of irregular:Wbrds
/

. and criterion-level performance on regular words. Children who
I

.

/ . .
.

exhibited a-second perfOrMance pattern were able to spell irregular

.. -

but not regular,words. A third group were able to encode less than. .

30% of both types of words.. 'It is interesting to note that all

children in 'this third: group made gross errors -on almost all of the

29 words-Onthe pretest. These children were able to spell only.One

or two of the words - covered in a day's lesson at the end_of each
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instructional period. In addition, these youngsters formed letters

poorly and'had inadequate or overadequatesspaces between letters in

a word. Despite incomplete initial learning and specific graphomotor

difficulties, these children were able to spell tmo to seven of the

29 words on the posttest.

In summary, the lessons described in this paper serve not only

as ifiodel of systematic and effective instruction but also. as trial

remediation techniques. For'youngsters who donot reach an 80r

criterion4evel, it would be possible to make Adaptitionsldthin the

instructional framework Sand to evaluate the effectiveness of these

modifications. Some possible changes include: recycling missed items,

:educing the number of words covered in a lesson to one or two,

utiliziilg simpler words, and minimizing the athount of writing

required.

Results of this investigation suggest that'a large number of

I.D.childien-can improve their spelling skills if instruction in7_

corporates cliesic principles of learning and. remedial teaching.

FutUre research which delineates the diagnostic profiles of chil-

dren who do not attain high accuracy levels as a result of systematic

__teaching would be a worthwhile line of inquiry.

2a
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Table 4

A Comparison of Pretest and Posttest Errors on twenty,

'Phonemically, Regular Words

19

Error Typei Pretest Posttest

Gross. Errors

Orthographic Errors

Phonological Errors
...

Sequence Errorsr.

Substitution Eirors2

i

131

93

78

11

-0:
\ . '

31

16

17

8

20

Note: The chart reflecti the total number of errors, classified by

type, which were made by the 17 subjedta.

1
A s±quence error was-defined as incorrect order of the two graphemes

in a training digraph.

2A substitution error-was defined-as a,replicekent of the 'correct

-digraph included-in the training.
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A Small Scale Investigation of the Relative Effectiveness of "LD Efficient"
Lessons in 'Spelling

%

In order to evaluate the relative efficacy of the three-week

unit'in spelling, the Basic Reading and Spelling Task Force carried_

out a field-based-research-project Involving four. LD Resource ,Rooms

in the'New York City public-schools. A detailed rationale and description

of the spelling packet, Din addition to data collected bY. Institute staff
2

members, is included in the :\manuscript entitlect"Designing Spelling

Instruction For.Learning Disabled Youngsters: An. Emphasis on Unit

Size, Distributed Practice, and Training for Transfer." The actual

curriculum has beet submitted to the ERIC system (number not yet assigned).

Subjects. 'Twenty LD Children, ranging in age from'8-10_ years,

were selected.bytheii teachers-because of a demonstrated inability

to spell 'syllable words. Only children with IQ scores mrithIii

the -average range were included in the sample. At the end of the thtee

weeks of instruction, seven children (four. female, three male)- had

completed the "LD Efficient" spelling lessons, and ,nine

female, eight male) had received teacher-constructed lessons fot an

equivalent- instructional -time period. Children were dropped from

the study solely on the basis of absenteeism. All children in

experimental group (i.e., the group which receiveci"LD,Efficient"

instruction)came from Black. or Hispanic backgrounds. The control

group was approximately 50% Caucasian and-50% Black or Hispanic.

Teachers characterized their communities as. lower or lower middle class.



Procedure: Two Resource-Roomsteachers who participated in a

training, workshop sponsored. by the Inititute served as the experimental

instructors. Two Resource Room teachers:Who-were unable to attend'the.

workshop' because of' scheduling difficulties served, as controls.' All

four were asked, to select from their roateraa group of-five children

vho-couid-benefit from remedial spelling instruction. The two

experimental teachers. were given an introduction to "LD Efficient"

principles as well as a teaching script, student practice materials, and

test,Protocols (materials submitted to'ERId number not. yet assigned).'

The cOntrateachers were given-the identical,list.of practice items,.

pre- and posttest forms, general instructions bout a time frameWork.,

and a-questionnaire designed to tap teaching strategies.

Measurement.. Athirtylword, group-administered spelling test wiJ,

used as a pre- and-posttest; Nine words were phonemically irregular

**As which. were included in the training. Eight words were phonemically

regular and had alio been introduced during the three weeks of instruc-

tion. The remaining 13 items were transfer words. While these words.

contained the for vowel. combinations Which had been included in the in-

struction (i.e. , ai, ea, oa, ar), the actual words had not been exposed

Or practiced in- he lessons.

Results. Table 1 gives pre- and posttest means, standard deviations,

and-gains for'tilt two groups on irregular and regular training words as

will as on transfer items. Both groups made gains as a result of three
.
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weeki of instruction. Fweveri whereas the group exPosed'to the "LD

Efficient" packet demonstrated greater thin 90% accuracy -on transfer

items, controli, anthe average, were.able to spell only,'58% of the
' I

irregular training words, 72% Of the regular training wordS and-63%

of the transfer items.
.

,

A. comparition of .gains made by the two groups indicated that there
.

were significant differences on irregular training words '(t(14 40='2.91,

p 4..14),,.and,transfer:words (t(14df) = 5.12, p (..001). The group who had

been-taught-with "LD -Efficient" procedures consistently deionStrated greater

gainthan did the controls instructed with teacher - designed lessons. :\

The luestionnaires of the two control-teachers indicated that

,their teaching styles were go' e dissimiliar. While one teacher

iintroduCed. only three wbrdei . average lesson, introduced
,.-1,,- A

f

an average-of ten words. Whi eone reported that four Vowel combinations,

,-
were taught'

1

separately, the second'confasted,
s
hree patterns (ea, ii, and

with ar as tkey were introduced. One teachef gave review on words

3

learned in earlier lessons, and the other did not: 11-would appear

that neither teacher incorporated all four of the "LD Efficient" principles

"(i.e., limited unit size,,distributed practice, transfer training, and

re.riew) on a consistent basis;

i.

'Discussion. The results of this smallZN-study appear to confirm

the effectiveness of the-"LD Efficient" spelling lessons. Children-taught

with these lessons were eblepnlearn over 90% of the training items



and-tb4ransfer learned elementt to over 85% of the novel words pre-

:slanted. In contrast,_ a comparable group-of 1,0 youngsters, taught With

teicher7madO lessons on the same items within an-idintidal time frame-

'wOrk,demonitrated an average of only 60% accuracy on- training and

tranaferitems. ihile,each.ilt the control teachers .reported that they

incOrporited cmi_or two. of the instrUctional,principles.thit:havebeen

designated as ."LD Eificient,'".neitheZ seemed to oPerationalize all of. the

_ principles which had:been carefully programmed into the Institute lesson

packet.

is study gives additional evidence-regarding the general _usefUl-

'nessl,f the spelling-packet. More itportantly4 the comparison between

4

/

:the experimental and control groups indicate that remedial teachers'may

/.
not_ lways apply important instructional.ptinciples to their teaching.

/ ,
.

Further investigations with larger-sample-sizes and,a-greater number of
/

/ .
. \

participating' teachers would'Prove useful to confirm these findings:'
.

.
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Table 1

Pretest and-posttest BOIS, ,Standard Deviations, and
Average ,Gains- for the4xpetimental.:and Control-Groups

ik ,
r-.

Variable-
',ExperimentaLL(Nat7)

Pretest : -Pi:fattest_ Gains

Irreguiar
Training: 1.14 8.71 7.57'
Words (2.27 (.76),
"(Ranger 0 -9)

Regular
Training 2.28 7.43 -. 5.15
Words (1.60) (.79)
(Range: 0-8)

Transfer,
Words 2.71 11.29 8.58
(Range: 0-13) (3.04) (1.38)

_Controls ;0=9)
'Pretest 'Posttest -Gains

1.67 5.22
(1.50) (2.91)

2.56 5.78
(1:88) (1.64)

3.33 8.22.

(2.87) (1.92

3.55

3.22

4.89

Note:1 Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations.


